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Industry Pro Teaches How to Buy an
Engagement Ring
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Learn How to Save Money When Buying and Selling a Diamond
Ring
SAN DIEGO, CA, February 06, 2019 /24-7PressRelease/ -- If you
search for tips on how to buy an engagement ring, you will find
hundreds of articles online. Most (if not all) are written by ordinary
bloggers or journalists — not industry experts. However, a new, indepth article on engagement rings has just been written by Fletcher
Blackburn, a second-generation fine jeweler with over two decades of experience.
"I was browsing articles about buying a diamond ring, and it occurred to me just how much was
missing from the advice," says Blackburn. "So, I decided to write the article myself — imagining
what I would do, if I had to purchase a diamond engagement ring based solely on public
information. In other words, without the benefit of my industry contacts with diamond wholesalers,
etc."
Blackburn had another reason for writing the article: to reduce the number of people who buy a
diamond engagement ring on impulse, and thus spend thousands of dollars more than they should
have. "As an estate jewelry buyer, I work with clients almost every week who because of divorce or
some other reason are selling their engagement ring," says Blackburn.
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"I hate seeing the disappointment on someone's face when they realize their engagement ring was
way over paid for, and not as valuable as they thought. I want to save people money when buying
an engagement ring now, but also prevent any future disappointment or hardship should one day
they wish to sell their diamond ring."
Fletcher Blackburn's new article, "How a Jeweler Would Buy an Engagement Ring," has been
published at Diamond Estate Jewelry Buyers, one of the country's most prominent buyers of preowned large carat diamonds.
He is head buyer of Diamond Estate's regional office in Los Angeles, which can be visited at: Los
Angeles Jewelry Buyer.
With buying locations throughout the United States, Diamond Estate Jewelry Buyers makes
immediate and generous cash offers for your previously-owned diamond jewelry, high-brand jewelry
& watches, large carat diamond engagement rings, antique jewelry, and precious colored
gemstones. We love to meet new clients, learn about your unique items, share our knowledge with
you, and help you make the right decision about selling your luxury gift assets.
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